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The New Mexico Department of Workforce Solutions
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develops, analyzes, and publishes labor market information
for New Mexico. The Bureau produces statistical and
analytical information about trends in industry employment,
skill needs, unemployment, occupations in demand, and
a range of labor market information used by employers,
educators, workers, students, economic developers and
policy makers at all levels. Information produced by ER&A is
vital as we continue to identify and promote the workforce
skills required to drive innovation and keep New Mexico
businesses competitive.
The Regional Review, covering the four Workforce
Investment Areas (WIAs), including Central, Eastern,
Southwestern, and Northern, is a quarterly publication
highlighting employment data, labor market information,
and business news.
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NM’s BUSINESSES BY REGION & INDUSTRY
How Many
Small Business
Establishments Does
New Mexico Have?
Most private business establishments
operating in New Mexico are small.
(See technical note for information
on business establishment definition
and classification.) As of 2012,
approximately 50,619 businesses
had fewer than 100 employees. This
represents over 98 percent of all
private businesses in the state. Keep
in mind that this also excludes selfemployed workers (see technical
note). Just over 600 businesses
were medium-sized, with 100 to
249 employees, and represented
just over 1 percent of all businesses.
New Mexico’s approximate 200
businesses with 250 employees or
more comprised just 0.4 percent of
all establishments in the state. Exhibit
1 illustrates the distribution of New
Mexico businesses by number of
employees between 2000 and 2011.
While the vast majority of business
establishments are small, with few
employees, many of New Mexico’s
workers are employed at larger
businesses. As shown in Exhibit
2, even with large establishments
comprising just 0.4 percent of
businesses, about 20 percent
(118,760) of New Mexicans work at
these businesses. When incorporating

The vast majority of New
Mexico businesses are
small, with less than 100
employees.
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Distribution of Firms by Number of Employees

As Percentage of Total Establishments, 1st Quarter 2012
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Employment by Business Establishment Size

As Percentage of Total Establishments, 1st Quarter 2012
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As Percentage of Total, 1st Quarter 2012

60.3%
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Employment & Establishments by Size

Establishments
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Small Businesses in the Southwestern U.S.
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10 to 19

Colorado
98.43%

New Mexico and Colorado lead
the region in percentage of small
businesses. As of 2012, about 98.4
percent of all establishments in
each state employed fewer than 100
workers. As can be seen in Exhibit
4, this concentration is greater
than that of the U.S. About 98.1
percent of establishments in the
U.S. employed less than 100 workers
in 2012. Although the difference in
small business concentration does
not vary significantly from state to
state or from the U.S. percentage, the
percentages of establishments that
are classified as small in both Texas
and Arizona are noticeably less than
those of other southwestern states.
Texas and Arizona each had less than
98 percent of their establishments
employing fewer than 100 workers in
2012.
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5 to 9

Arizona
0.69%

How Does New Mexico
Compare to Other
Southwestern States
When it Comes to
Business Size?

16.8%
9.6%

Less than 5

19.8%

Employment

8.1%

medium-sized establishments with
100 to 249 employees, the amount
increases to about 35 percent of all
workers in the state, or about 207,820
New Mexicans. Exhibit 3 compares
the distribution of establishments by
employment size to the distribution
of employment by establishment size.
While employment is more evenly
distributed amongst establishments
of varying sizes, the number of small
businesses far outnumbers that of
large businesses.

New Mexico

New Mexico, along with Colorado,
has the largest concentration of
small business establishments in
the Southwestern U.S. It also has
the smallest concentration of big
businesses.
Conversely, Arizona and Texas lead the region
in percentage of establishments that employ
250 or more workers. As Exhibit 5 shows, large
establishments still make up a very small
portion of businesses in each state (less than 1
percent). Texas and Arizona, however, do have
a larger concentration of big businesses, with
establishments employing 250 or more people
comprising 0.7 percent of all businesses, each, in
2012. This is greater than the U.S. concentration
of 0.5 percent. New Mexico and Colorado had the
smallest concentration of large businesses, with
0.4 percent of establishments employing 250 or
more workers. While Texas and Arizona are both the
most populated states in the Southwest, there is
not an obvious correlation between population and
business size. Colorado is the third most populous
state, and it boasts the smallest concentration of
big businesses alongside New Mexico, the least
populous state. While population likely plays some
role in the number of large or small businesses,
many other factors should be evaluated, and
several likely have a greater or at least similar
impact as population.

How Does Business
Establishment Size Vary in New
Mexico’s Regions?
Data on employees per establishment and
employment by establishment size is the only
business size data available for New Mexico’s
regions. As of 2012, there were, on average, 14
employees per private establishment in New
Mexico. The Central Region had the same ratio of

TECHNICAL NOTE
This article looks at the size of businesses in New
Mexico based on the number of employees working
at each establishment. An establishment refers to a
business operating at a specific location, as opposed
to a firm, which may include multiple establishments
at different locations. While it is understood that
a small establishment may be part of a larger firm
(for example, an individual Ace Hardware versus
Ace Hardware as a large national firm), this analysis
evaluates individual establishments when discussing
businesses and business size.
Other sources, such as the U.S. Small Business
Administration (SBA), may classify the size of
businesses differently from this analysis. This analysis
is simplified in that it looks only at employment size,
as opposed to analysis that also evaluates volume of
receipts, and applies size standards to all industries
equally. These definitions are specific to this analysis
and have been determined based on the general
distribution of establishments in New Mexico by
employment size.
For the purposes of this analysis, a small business
is defined as an establishment with fewer than 100
employees. A medium-sized business is defined
as any establishment with 100 to 249 employees.
A large business is defined as any firm with 250 or
more employees.
Data is from the Quarterly Census of Employment
and Wages (QCEW) program, unless otherwise
noted. QCEW for 2012 is preliminary. Data by size
of establishment is collected the first quarter of
each year only, with the first quarter of 2012 being
the most recent available. QCEW measures persons
covered by unemployment insurance (UI). Major
exclusions from UI coverage include self-employed
workers, most agricultural workers on small farms,
all members of the Armed Forces, elected officials,
most railroad employees, some domestic workers,
most student workers at schools, and employees
of some small nonprofit organizations. These
exclusions will be addressed in this article as needed.
Data presented also encompasses only privatelyowned establishments and excludes public-sector
establishments, and is necessary by the nature of
this analysis. For more information on the QCEW
program visit http://www.bls.gov/cew/.
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As Percentage of Total Employment, 2nd Quarter 2012

35.3%
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15.1%
20.4%
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Employment by Establishment by Region

New Mexico 21.2%
Central 17.7%
Eastern
24.8%
Northern
25.2%
Southwestern 23.2%

employees to establishment, while the
Northern Region had the smallest ratio
(11 employees per establishment).
Employee/establishment ratio does
not provide information on the
distribution of establishments by
size classification but, it does provide
a general idea of which regions
have larger concentrations of big
businesses.

6.0%
6.0%
6.5%
5.6%
6.1%

It appears that the Central
0 to 19
20 to 49
50 to 249
250 to 499
500 or More
Region may have a
larger concentration of
of the total workforce). This region also has a
big businesses, while the
larger percentage of its workforce employed at
Eastern and Northern regions
establishments with fewer than 50 workers. This
may indicate that average business size in the
contain a larger portion of smaller
Eastern Region is somewhat smaller than other
businesses employing fewer than
regions of the state. The Northern Region also

Source: U.S. Census Bureau Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD).
Note: Size categories and data differ from statewide analysis in other charts due to difference data sources.

Employment by establishment size can also
help in understanding the size of businesses in
a geographic region. If a region has a greater
number of large establishments, the percentage
of workers employed at large establishments will
increase overall. Exhibit 6 provides information
on employment by establishment size for New
Mexico’s regions. The Central Region has the
largest concentration of workers employed in
big businesses, with 57.3 percent of all workers
employed at establishments with 250 or more
employees. This concentration is significantly
larger than that of the other regions. This can
somewhat be attributed to the population in
this area, but is also evidence that the region has
a larger number of big businesses. The Eastern
Region has the smallest percentage of workers
employed at large businesses (41.8 percent

has a larger percentage of workers employed in
small businesses. This, combined with the region’s
employee to establishment ratio being the smallest
in the state, would indicate that the concentration
of small businesses is higher in the North as well.
Smaller businesses in both regions could be driven
by industry composition. The rural nature of the
Eastern Region—it is the only region that does not
include a metropolitan statistical area—may also
play a role in establishment size.
The number of employees per establishment
varies significantly for New Mexico’s counties.
Exhibit 7 provides the employee to establishment
ratio for the state’s 33 counties. Los Alamos has
the largest ratio, with 35 employees per private
establishment, on average. This high ratio is the
result of the large number of employees working
at Los Alamos National Laboratory in combination

Side Note: Keep in mind that this analysis doesn’t define business size by firm size or annual receipts.
Rural regions sometimes have fewer large businesses. This doesn’t mean, however, that they don’t
have large firms. For example, rural communitites may have national banks, chain restaurants, or
other companies. While these local establishments do not employ a large number of people, the firm,
nationally, is very large. Many of these businesses are franchises.
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Los Alamos
Eddy
Lea
Cibola
Bernalillo
New Mexico
Mckinley
San Juan
Dona Ana
Sandoval
Luna
Curry
Socorro
Roosevelt
Chaves
Otero
Valencia
San Miguel
Grant
Sierra
Hidalgo
Torrance
Guadalupe
Santa Fe
Rio Arriba
Colfax
Quay
Lincoln
Taos
Union
Harding
De Baca
Mora
Catron
Harding

5
5
5
4
4

15
15
14
14
14
14
13
13
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
10
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
7

35

with the small number of private
Number of Employees per Establishment
New Mexico Counties, 2012
businesses in the county (Los Alamos
National Laboratory, is classified as
private due to the classification of the
partnership that manages the Lab).
Eddy and Lea counties follow Los
Alamos, with an average of 15 workers
per business. The large ratio of workers
per establishment is likely driven by
the significant mining and oil and gas
operations in these two counties. As
the next section of this article details,
mining businesses are more likely to
be large compared with businesses
Source: QCEW.
in other industries. The New Mexico
counties with the smallest populations
also have the smallest employee to establishment
ratios. Harding County, with just around 700
residents, has five workers per establishment on
average. This is expected in rural communities,
Businesses in mining, health care,
where large businesses are not as common.

How Does Business
Establishment Size Vary by
Industry?
Data on business size by industry is available
for New Mexico from the QCEW program. The
distribution of establishments by size naturally
varies by industry and the data reflects these
variations. Exhibit 8 shows that the agriculture,
real estate, and other services industries have the
largest concentrations of small businesses (as of
the first quarter of 2012). Over 99.5 percent of all
establishments in each of these industries had
fewer than 100 employees. It is important to note
that, while these three industries have the largest
concentration of small businesses, concentration
varies only slightly across industries. The mining
industry has the smallest concentration of small
businesses, at 95.6 percent of all businesses; this
percentage, and that of other establishments, does
not differ significantly from that of those with the
highest concentrations.

and information are more likely
to be large, with more than 250
workers, than businesses in other
industries. Businesses in other
services, real estate, and agriculture
are more likely to be small, with
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Top Industries by Business Size Category
As Percentage of All Firms, 1st Quarter, 2012

Largest Concentration of Small Estab., 0 to 99 Employees
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing & Hunting
Real Estate & Rental/Leasing
Other Services (ex. Public Administration)

99.5%
99.8%
99.8%

Largest Concentration of Medium Estab., 100 to 249 Employees
Management of Companies
3.6%
Manufacturing
2.8%
Mining, Quarrying & Oil & Gas Extraction
2.7%
Largest Concentration of Large Estab., 250 or More Employees
Mining, Quarrying & Oil & Gas Extraction
1.8%
Information
1.0%
Health Care & Social Assistance
0.9%
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While the mining industry has the lowest
concentration of small businesses, it has some of
the highest concentrations of medium and large
businesses. Medium-sized mining establishments,
with 100 to 249 employees, comprise 2.7
percent of all mining businesses. Large mining
establishments comprise 1.8 percent of all
businesses; this is the highest concentration of any
industry in the state. Businesses specializing in the
management of companies are also more likely
to be medium-sized as compared to businesses in
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other industries; 3.6 percent of all establishments
in this industry employ 100 to 249 workers.
Manufacturing, with 2.7 percent of businesses
classified as medium-sized, follows management
of companies. The information and health care and
social assistance industries follow mining, with the
second and third largest concentrations of large
businesses. For information on all industries by
establishment size, see Exhibit 9.

591,082
47,762
56,667
78,278
117,038
83,519
89,053
50,123
22,791
45,850

$5,904,949
$442,849
$469,605
$668,726
$1,033,196
$735,531
$871,136
$529,733
$242,454
$911,720

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

785
395
137
98
120
31
4
0
0
0

9,457
743
935
1,415
3,668
2,046
650
0
0
0

$62,450
$5,235
$6,393
$8,964
$23,934
$14,137
$3,788
$0
$0
$0

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

1,014
503
140
141
142
43
27
13
4
1

**
769
905
1,918
4,282
2,943
4,319
4,467
---

**
$11,166
$13,611
$29,740
$78,517
$54,252
$80,593
$96,505
---

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

265
142
44
31
32
9
5
1
1
0

**
294
275
462
954
711
---0

**
$2,708
$3,198
$7,016
$16,561
$14,533
---$0

All Industries
Agriculture, Forestry
Fishing & Hunting
Mining, Quarrying
& Oil & Gas Extraction
Utilities
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Firms

Size

Construction

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

51,438
31,004
8,621
5,838
3,935
1,221
616
152
37
14

Size

Manufacturing

Total Qtr
Wages
($1,000)

Wholesale Trade

Employment

Retail Trade
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New Mexico's Private-Sector Establishments by Industry & Size
1st Quarter 2012 (Thousands)
Firms

Employment

Total Qtr
Wages
($1,000)

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

5,598
3,760
838
522
345
93
34
6
0
0

39,445
5,090
5,376
6,858
10,140
5,956
4,513
1,512
0
0

$401,840
$40,368
$46,034
$65,732
$105,850
$67,519
$57,347
$18,990
$0
$0

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

1,651
882
297
215
154
42
47
11
2
1

**
1,524
1,935
2,937
4,500
2,911
6,757
4,061
---

**
$13,174
$16,292
$28,891
$44,353
$32,956
$89,826
$71,536
---

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

3,003
1,960
483
332
169
43
14
2
0
0

**
2,811
3,141
4,381
4,921
2,963
--0
0

**
$43,901
$38,509
$56,507
$59,170
$38,546
--$0
$0

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

6,343
2,942
1,615
910
511
210
117
34
4
0

89,620
5,675
10,710
11,902
15,284
15,135
16,454
12,187
2,273
0

$592,779
$36,751
$62,792
$72,296
$101,879
$104,494
$119,863
$77,502
$17,203
$0
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Real Estate &
Rental/Leasing

9
10

**

**

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

899
217
158
113
48
23
2
3
0
930

1,302
1,412
2,094
3,418
3,129
3,472
--0
**

$11,438
$12,692
$22,702
$38,048
$36,474
$34,938
--$0
**

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

588
120
107
68
23
15
5
2
2
2,721

1,037
-1,573
2,023
1,467
----**

$11,937
-$16,688
$26,809
$18,039
----**

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

1,775
479
266
147
31
18
4
1
0
2,259

3,053
3,127
3,544
4,319
2,074
2,722
--0
9,402

$34,423
$34,871
$40,756
$58,897
$34,375
$45,587
--$0
$79,270

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

1,739
326
122
52
16
4
0
0
0

2,673
2,080
1,608
1,559
1,011
470
0
0
0

$20,166
$15,392
$14,245
$15,025
$10,307
$4,136
$0
$0
$0

Professional, Scientific &
Technical Services

1,463

Size

Management of
Companies

Firms

Total Qtr
Wages
($1,000)

Administrative & Waste
Management Services

Finance & Insurance

Information

Transportation &
Warehousing

Size

Employment

Educational Services
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New Mexico's Private-Sector Establishments by Industry & Size
1st Quarter 2012 (Thousands)
Firms

Continued
Employment

Total Qtr
Wages
($1,000)

6,550

**

**

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

4,929
807
483
237
59
30
3
0
2
306

6,557
5,249
6,354
6,847
4,181
4,511
-0
-**

$86,162
$62,145
$78,624
$113,577
$63,330
$73,721
-$0
-**

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

180
43
39
21
10
11
2
0
0
2,901

0
280
547
669
658
1,876
-0
0
**

$0
$4,333
$6,869
$10,544
$17,511
$25,952
-$0
$0
**

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

1,919
396
270
173
70
48
16
7
2
794

-2,580
3,673
5,213
4,873
7,501
5,120
4,024
-8,804

-$20,837
$32,554
$46,561
$36,629
$62,966
$43,263
$35,512
-$72,921

0-4
5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

502
94
86
75
23
11
3
0
0

740
629
1,174
2,167
1,696
1,496
902
0
0

$6,925
$4,187
$7,990
$17,001
$15,685
$13,675
$7,459
$0
$0

5,983
3,354

104,864
5,228

$990,097
$45,672

0-4

1,024
740
514
162
136
36
11
6
706
452

6,792
9,784
15,247
11,621
19,603
11,809
7,604
17,176
**
--

$63,701
$99,744
$145,337
$87,914
$147,241
$88,039
$59,446
$253,003
**
--

5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

108
59
48
24
10
3
2
0

690
754
1,427
1,648
1,267
853
-0

$3,142
$3,295
$4,966
$7,891
$5,575
$4,359
-$0

Health Care &
Social Assistance

0-4

Arts, Entertainment
& Recreation

Firms

Total Qtr
Wages
($1,000)

5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

Size

Firms

Employment

Total Qtr
Wages
($1,000)

4,072
1,219

74,469
2,232

$288,086
$8,720

Accommodation &
Food Services

Size

Employment

Continued

5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

Other Services
(ex. Public Administration)
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New Mexico's Private-Sector Establishments by Industry & Size
1st Quarter 2012 (Thousands)

0-4

682
956
899
253
53
10
0
0
4,079
2,850

4,701
13,460
27,090
16,368
7,449
3,170
0
0
**
4,604

$16,002
$47,836
$100,468
$65,657
$34,324
$15,079
$0
$0
**
$30,290

5-9
10-19
20-49
50-99
100-249
250-499
500-999
1,000+

770
303
115
31
9
1
0
0

5,035
3,840
3,312
2,129
--0
0

$35,634
$28,276
$25,700
$15,283
--$0
$0

0-4

Side Note: Employment Distribution and How it Might Impact the Local Economy
As discussed previously, the distribution of workers across establishments of different sizes varies
from the distribution of establishments by number of workers employed. There may be many small
businesses within an industry, but the number of employees may also be small and may make up a
smaller percentage of all employment. On the other hand, even just a few large businesses may employ
a much larger percentage of the workforce. For example, the majority of employees in agriculture
(93.2 percent) are employed at small establishments with fewer than 100 workers. This reflects the
absence of agriculture businesses that employ a large number of people. On the other hand, most of
the employees working in the information industry (68.6 percent) are employed at medium and large
establishments. This reflects the presence of several businesses (24 in the first quarter of 2012) within the
industry that employ more than 100 workers. Another example is wholesale trade. Only two wholesale
trade businesses employed more than 250 workers in the first quarter of 2012. About 20.3 percent
of workers, however, are employed at these establishments. This not only illustrates how significant
distribution of workers can vary by industry, but also illustrates how significant large businesses can
be in the employment of an industry. Because one or two employers can play such a significant role,
economic developers and policy makers evaluate employment distribution to understand the impacts
of gaining and/or losing such businesses. They also use this information to evaluate the health and
impact of small businesses, especially in certain industries like real estate and other services.
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How Has Employment
Changed in Establishments of
Different Sizes?

Small businesses in New Mexico
have played a major role in
recovering jobs lost during the
recession. While job losses continued
in New Mexico’s largest businesses
in the recent recovery, gains at
establishments with fewer than
100 employees has contributed 68
percent to gross job gains and over
90 percent to net job gains.

Employment has fluctuated in businesses of
every size in recent years. During the recession,
between December 2007 and July 2009, all sizes of
businesses were impacted by job losses. Exhibit 10
shows that, in the years leading up to the recession,
employment in large businesses was growing more
rapidly than employment in small and mediumsized establishments. In fact, employment growth
in small and medium-sized establishments started
to slow in 2005 and 2006, while growth continued
to accelerate at large businesses
into 2007. Job losses were realized
Annual Change in Employment by Establishment Size
2002 to 2012, 1st Quarter Data
in businesses of all size classes in
2008, with losses escalating into
10%
Recession
2009. Employment losses were
8%
most significant in large businesses
6%
during this period. Between 2007
4%
and 2009, large businesses lost 7.8
1 to 99
percent of their workforce, while
2%
250 or
losses at small and medium-sized
0%
More
businesses were 1.8 and 3.5 percent,
-2%
100 to
respectively. Businesses began to
249
-4%
recover from these impacts in 2010;
-6%
although employment losses were
still occurring, they had slowed
-8%
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
slightly. It wasn’t until 2011 that some
establishments began to see the
first signs of positive employment
Contribution to Overall Job Gains & Losses in New Mexico
growth since 2007. Employment at
by Different Establishment Sizes
Pre-Recession, Recession, and Recovery, 1st Quarter Data
small and medium-sized businesses
bounced back more quickly than
employment at large businesses,
where job losses were still a reality
in 2011. Interestingly, small and
large businesses were realizing job
gains in 2012, while medium-sized
businesses saw some job losses.
2010-2012
2007-2010
2002-2007
(Percent of
(Percent of
(Percent of
While employment growth was
Recovery
Recessionary
Pre-Recession
still higher than that experienced
Gain)
& Early
Gain)
Recovery
in 2010, this may indicate that the
Loss)
recovery of the job market was still on
1 to 19 20 to 49 50 to 99 100 to 249 250 to 499 500 or More
somewhat shaky ground at the time.
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30.0%

-37.1%

14.0%

14.4%

30.2%

31.1%

8.9%

18.7%

17.4%

7.7%

16.3%

23.5%

2.4%

19.3%

11.6%

24.8%

18.3%

48.5%
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Recovery has been the quickest at small businesses.
Between 2010 and 2012, employment at small
establishments grew by 2.7 percent, while growth
at medium-sized and large establishments grew by
1.3 and 0.9 percent, respectively.
Exhibit 11 further illustrates employment changes
prior to, during, and after the recession by business
size. Between 2002 and 2007, establishments
employing fewer than 20 employees, and
establishments employing more than 500
employees contributed the most to overall
job growth; growth exceeded 23 percent for
both business classes and amounted to nearly
36,000 new jobs overall. The story changed once
the recession hit. Establishments with more
than 500 employees contributed far more to
employment losses between 2007 and 2010.
Losses at the biggest establishments equaled
40 percent of all losses during that time. The
smallest establishments (fewer than 20 employees)
and establishments with 250 to 499 workers
contributed the least to overall losses.

Even though the state has yet to
recover all the jobs it lost during the
recession, the growth seen across
businesses of almost all sizes, is
helping to lead the state in the
right direction.

Another factor in evaluating employment changes
and the impact the recession had on New Mexico
businesses is to look at how the number of
businesses by employment size has changed.
Exhibit 12 provides the change in number of
businesses by business size during the recession
and recovery. Interestingly, the number of
establishments employing fewer than 20 workers
increased significantly between 2007 and 2012. On
the flip-side, the number of establishments with
20 or more workers shrank during the recession.
The large increase in the smallest of businesses was
likely driven by individuals who, when evaluating
and growing frustrated with the weak job market
of the recession, chose that time to start their
Change in Number of Establishment by Size
1st Quarter Average, 2007 to 2012

1,600
1,400

2007 to 2010

1,353

1,200

2010 to 2012

1,000

(400)

50 to 99

250 to 499

-5

-16

8

21
-53
100 to 250

-12

20 to 49

40

1 to 19

(200)

-127

0

151

200

-254

400

2010 to 2012

600

694

800
2007 to 2010

What has happened during the
recovery period (2010 to 2012) is
enlightening. While large businesses
have continued to struggle with job
losses, small businesses have helped
the most in bringing the state’s
labor market out of the recession.
New Mexico gained about 11,520
jobs between 2010 and 2012.
Establishments with 500 or more
workers, however, lost about 3,110
workers, leaving net growth at about
8,410 jobs. Establishments with 20 to
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49 workers comprised close to half of all net new
jobs during the period. Establishments with 50 to
99 workers contributed another 30.2 percent to
net overall job growth. Based on the classification
of large businesses as establishments with 250
or more employees, the net loss of jobs at large
businesses is less, but only because gains at
establishments with 250 to 499 workers cancels
out some of the losses at New Mexico’s largest
businesses. Even though New Mexico’s economy
has yet to reach the workforce it had prior to
the recession, positive growth is a good sign
that it is moving in the right direction. Efforts on
regaining jobs lost at some of New Mexico’s largest
businesses may help in accelerating recovery in the
labor market.

500 or More
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own businesses. Growth in businesses of this size
continued into the recovery, but has slowed from
recessionary levels.

evident in nearly every business class size over that
period.

The number of establishments
employing fewer than 20 workers
increased during the recession,
while the number of establishments
employing 20 workers or more
declined. All but the largest of New
Mexico’s businesses have seen
positive growth in the number of
establishments during the recovery.

Exhibit 13 takes a high-level look at how
employment distribution in New Mexico’s regions
has changed over time by measuring the change
in share of employment at small, medium-sized,
and large establishments between the second
quarters of 1996 and 2012. Over the 16-year
period, the number of employees working at small
and medium-sized establishments has declined,
while the share of workers at large establishments
has increased across all regions of the state. This
trend is likely the result of a combination of two
factors—(1) the number of larger establishments,
and subsequent employment, has increased at
a faster rate than small establishments, and (2)
small establishments are employing even fewer
workers and are, essentially, getting smaller, while
larger establishments are employing even more
workers and, essentially, getting larger. Although
this analysis does not shed additional light on

During the recession, New Mexico saw small
businesses with at least 20 workers begin to
close their doors; the number of establishments
in this size class dropped by around
380. Several medium-sized and
Change in Share of Total Employment by Business Size
large businesses closed. Over the
In Percentage Points, New Mexico & Regions, 1996 to 2012 (2nd Quarter)
recessionary period, around 50
14.2
0 to 49
50 to 249
250 or More
medium-sized establishments and
almost 20 large establishments
10.0
closed. It is important to note that not
6.2
all of these closures can be directly
4.2
3.8
2.6
0.2
tied to the impacts of the recession.
-1.8
-1.8 -2.0
Some businesses may have closed
-4.5
-5.9
for other reasons. In addition, the
-6.8
-8.3
number of businesses does not always
-10.2
consistently grow over time. The
New Mexico
Central
Eastern
Northern
Southwestern
declines in establishments, however,
are likely somewhat attributable to
Source: U.S. Census Bureau Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD).
Note: Size categories and data differ from statewide analysis in other charts due to difference data sources.
the recession, and these declines were
50 to 499

10 to 49

500 or More
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Side Note: The Impacts of the Recession are Not Solely Measured by Employment Changes.
The job losses experienced during the recession were severely felt by businesses of all sizes, however,
recessionary impacts varied across businesses. While some businesses were able to weather the storm
with few changes, others had to lay off staff to stay afloat. And still others had to close completely, as
revenue losses no longer made operations feasible. While job losses at small businesses contributed
less to recessionary job losses than those at large businesses, it does not mean the losses were any
less significant to the individual businesses. In a small business especially, job losses can significantly
impact the operations of that business if, for example, its workforce shrinks from 10 workers to five.
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how these factors play a role, it is still important
to note the shift towards employment in larger
establishments.

Employment at large businesses
has grown faster over time than
employment at businesses of
smaller sizes in all regions of New
Mexico. This likely indicates that
the number of large businesses has
increased over time or that large
businesses are getting larger.
The Southwestern and Northern regions have seen
this shift in employment towards larger businesses
more than the other regions of the state. In the
Southwest, the share of all workers that were
employed at small businesses declined by 10.2
percentage points over the 16-year period, while
the share of workers employed at large businesses
increased by 10.0 percentage points. The Northern
Region’s labor force has also seen a big shift
towards larger businesses. Over the 16-year period,
the share of all workers that were employed at large
establishments (250 or more workers) increased by
14.2 percentage points, while the share of workers
at small and medium-sized businesses declined by
8.3 and 5.9 percentage points, respectively. These
shifts in employment occurred in all regions of New
Mexico, but less severely in the Central and Eastern
regions.

How Do Wages Differ at
Business Establishments of
Varying Sizes?
We know that business size and employment
distribution impact New Mexico’s economy. Large
businesses provide many job opportunities that
communities rely on. Small businesses provide

opportunities for entrepreneurship and are integral
in the identity, structure, and operations of many
specific industries. However, there are many other
factors related to business size, such as wages, that
impact local, regional, and state economies.
Understanding how wages differ by business size
can serve as a first step in identifying the impact
of business size on the economy. Wages paid
represent the purchasing power of New Mexican
workers and the impact on the economy by the
spending of these workers. It is important to
note, however, that wages paid will change based
on industry and that industries, as discussed
previously, have varying employment distributions.
For example, mining has a greater number of large
businesses than many other industries, and the
average annual wage of all mining occupations is
15

higher than the all-industry average. Wages paid
in this industry may skew overall wages at larger
establishments to be higher. On the other hand,
the retail trade industry has more businesses with
250 to 499 workers, and the average annual wage
is much lower. This could work to skew the overall
wages paid in businesses employing 250 to 499 to
the lower end. This analysis does not delve deeply
into the relationships between these factors, but
it does provide an overall view of wages across
business sizes and encourages the discussion as to
how these wages impact the local economy.

Businesses employing between 20
and 250 workers are contributing
close to half of total quarterly
wages of all buisneses. New
Mexico’s largest businesses are also
contributing a larger percentage to
total quarterly wages.
It is important to note that this measurement does
not account for full-time versus part-time workers
or any distribution of workers within different
industries. You would expect businesses with more
part-time workers to pay less in wages. Part-time
workers, however, are employed at businesses of

Exhibit 14 provides information on the total
quarterly wages paid by business size (business size
data from QCEW is available for the first quarter
only). Based on the data, establishments with 20
to 49 workers pay a greater amount of wages than
establishments of other sizes; in the
Quarterly Wages by Business Size
first quarter of 2012, businesses in
New Mexico, 1st Quarter 2012 (In Thousands)
this size range paid over $1 billion
1,000 or More
in wages. New Mexico’s largest
businesses followed, with overall
500 to 999
$242,454
quarterly wages of nearly $912
250 to 499
$529,733
million. Establishments with 500 to
100 to 249
999 employees paid the least ($242
50 to 99
million) in total quarterly wages.
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$911,720

$871,136
$735,531

20 to 49

Exhibit 15 provides information on
quarterly wages paid per employee
by business size. Using this method to
evaluate wages allows for high-level
analysis on individual wages. The
quarterly wage per worker ratio for all
business sizes was $9,990 in the first
quarter of 2012. New Mexico’s largest
establishments (1,000 employees
or more) paid a higher quarterly
wage per employee ($19,885) than
establishments of other sizes in the
beginning of 2012. Quarterly wages
per employee progressively shrank as
business size grew smaller, with the
exception of the smallest businesses,
which employed fewer than five
workers.

10 to 19
5 to 9
Less than 5
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$668,726
$469,605
$442,849

Quarterly Wages Per Employee by Business Size
New Mexico, 1st Quarter 2012

1,000 or More

$19,885

500 to 999

$10,638

250 to 499

$10,569

Avg. All Estab.
100 to 249

$9,990
$9,782

50 to 99

$8,807

20 to 49

$8,828

10 to 19
5 to 9
Less than 5
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$1,033,196

$8,543
$8,287
$9,272

Note: Wages are based on total wages paid and do not
differentiate between part-time and full-time work.

all sizes. Part-time workers may comprise a larger
percentage of workers at smaller businesses, all
else being equal. This could help in explaining
the larger wage per worker ratios seen at larger
establishments. The quarterly wage per worker

ratio of $9,272 at establishments with fewer than
five employees could partially be explained by the
smallest business owners paying themselves and
maybe one or two more workers, and not having
additional payroll that would increase total wages.
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REGIONAL
REGIONALBUSINESS
BUSINESS NEWS
The latest business news (as of August
2013) gathered from published articles,
government documents, private- and
public-sector news releases, and reports
from local New Mexico Workforce
Connection Centers. In most cases,
information is not verified for accuracy
after initial collection.
Business Expansion
Business Opeining
Business Contraction
Business Closing

Statewide
PNM this year will build two
new solar energy centers (near
Tularosa and in Valencia County)
and expand two existing facilities
(in Los Lunas and Deming). The
company created about 500
construction jobs in bringing five
new solar power plants online
during 2011 and 2012.
Production of the independent
comedy “Sun Belt Express” was
scheduled to begin in June and
run through early July in Belen,

Los Lunas, and Albuquerque,
employing about 30 area
residents as crew members and
24 as principal and background
actors.
After recently opening
locations on Albuquerque’s West
Side and in Santa Fe, creating a
combined 110 jobs, Panera Bread
is set to add a fourth
Albuquerque eatery in October
at the intersection of Central
Avenue and Girard Boulevard,
across from UNM’s main campus.
“The Guest,” a dramatic thriller
starring Dan Stevens, was
scheduled to shoot from mid-July
through the end of August in
Moriarty, Edgewood, and
Estancia, employing about 75
New Mexicans as crew members
and 85 as principal and
background actors.
Season two of the television
series “Longmire” was scheduled
to film from late March through
mid-August in multiple northern
New Mexico locations, employing

more than 175 New Mexicans as
crew members and more than
200 as principal and background
talent.

Central Region
BERNALILLO COUNTY
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
scheduled a job fair for June 20
as part of its effort to hire more
than 400 new employees by the
end of the year to prepare for
implementation of New Mexico’s
Centennial Care Medicaid
program on January 1, 2014. The
city will post job openings online
as individual departments are
ready to hire positions in animal
shelters, libraries, and other
programs.
The Downs at Albuquerque
hired 450 new employees in
advance of a soft opening on July
11. A grand opening was set for
August 2 to coincide with the
start of the three-month horse
racing season, which will create
300 additional positions.
Magellan Health Services will
hire about 60 people in New
Mexico to provide behavioral
health services, in partnership
with Presbyterian Health Plan, for
clients enrolled in the Centennial
Care Medicaid program.
Prime Therapeutics, a
pharmacy benefit management
company, will add 80 workers to
its current Albuquerque staff of
about 300 to operate a new
pharmacy resource center set to
open September 9.
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After recruiting to add 64
employees in Albuquerque
earlier this year, UnitedHealthcare
announced plans to hire another
100 to provide services for clients
enrolled in New Mexico’s
Centennial Care Medicaid
program.
The new ABC television drama
series ‘Killer Women,” starring
Tricia Helfer as a Texas Ranger, is
slated to begin production in and
around Albuquerque in midSeptember, employing more than
150 area residents as crew
members and more than 250 as
actors and extras.
Applebee’s will open its ninth
Albuquerque location by the end
of the year near the Albertson’s
grocery store at Moñtano Plaza.
The NMDWS LASER system lists
an employee size range of 50–99
for most of the city’s existing
Applebee restaurants.
Cheddar’s Casual Café, an
Irving, Texas-based restaurant
chain, will open its first New
Mexico location in Albuquerque
by early September. The Texas
Workforce Commission’s TRACER
system lists an employee size
range of 100–249 for most
existing Cheddar’s sites.
Texas-based Conn’s is expected
to open its second Albuquerque
store in November at
Cottonwood Mall in the space
formerly occupied by Mervyn’s.
The specialty retailer opened a
similar-sized store last November
at Interstate 40 and Eubank
Boulevard, employing about 50.

Dick’s Sporting Goods will
open a new store in Coronado
Center by late fall on the first
level of the three-floor area
formerly occupied by Macy’s. A
similar-sized Dick’s Sporting
Goods store on Albuquerque’s
West Side employs about 50.
Friedman Recycling held a
grand opening June 27 at its new
$21 million North Valley plant,
which is expected to employ 35
initially and 75 eventually. The
construction phase created about
135 jobs.
The feature comedy “Search
Party,” starring T.J. Miller, Adam
Pally, Thomas Middledich, and
Shannon Woodward, was set to
begin filming in mid-June in
Albuquerque, employing about
78 New Mexico crew members.
Omaha-based apparel and
home decor chain Gordmans
opened its first New Mexico store
at Albuquerque’s Cottonwood
Commons on July 18 and will

open a second in Coronado
Center on September 19, with
each creating about 100 jobs.
New Mexico writer/director
Daniel Lusko’s feature production
“Persecuted” was scheduled to
film from mid-July through early
August in Albuquerque,
employing about 80 area
residents as crew members and
principal actors and 350 as
background actors.
Palmilla Senior Living
residential community, a 149unit, 133,000-square-foot
complex located on Golf Course
Road between McMahon and
Irving Boulevards, held its grand
opening on August 15 and will
employ about 80 workers.
Sadie’s opened its fourth
Albuquerque location on June 11
at the former Garduños site on
Academy Road near San Mateo
Boulevard, employing about 120.
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”The Night Shift,” a new NBC
television medical drama, was
scheduled to film in Albuquerque
from August 21 through midNovember, employing more than
100 area residents as crew
members and more than 300 as
actors and extras.
Walmart scheduled a grand
opening for July 17 at its fourth
Neighborhood Market location in
Albuquerque. The new Pavilions
at San Mateo store will employ
up to 95 full- and part-time
workers.
Commercial contractor William
Cervantes Enterprises estimates
that about 70 construction
workers will be needed to
complete the retail center project
currently under way next to
Calibers Shooters Sports Center
at 4340 Cutler NE in
Albuquerque.
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SANDOVAL COUNTY
Alliance Data Systems retained
most of the 300 existing
employees when it acquired the
Victoria’s Secret customer care
center in Rio Rancho last year,
and company officials expect to
add 125 employees in 2013 as
the business grows.
Hewlett-Packard will transfer
200 jobs from its Rio Rancho
customer service and technical
support facility to an Alpharetta,
Georgia, plant by November 31.
The Rio Rancho site laid off 100
workers in July.
The Rio Grande Gracious
Retirement Living—a $25 million,
134-unit residential community
—is set to open in late April near
the Presbyterian Rust Medical
Center in southeast Rio Rancho,
employing about 50.

Eastern Region
CURRY COUNTY
The Clovis City Commission
unanimously approved the
introduction of an ordinance to
issue $1.655 billion in industrial
revenue bonds for the planned
Tres Amigas Superstation project,
which is expected to create 104
permanent positions and at least
120 construction jobs.
EDDY COUNTY
Sugar Land, Texas-based
Rangeland Energy announced
plans to build a $150 million rail
terminal complex near Loving
that will create about 50 new
jobs. The facility, expected to be
operational by year’s end, will
handle shipments to and from
the area’s oil fields.

LEA COUNTY
A new Buffalo Wild Wings
franchise location is expected to
open by the end of November at
1120 Joe Harvey Boulevard in
Hobbs, employing 50 to 75
workers.
Intercontinental Potash has
begun the environmental
permitting work necessary to
open a planned potash mine in
Lea County that is expected to be
operational in 2014, employing
450 full-time workers.
LINCOLN COUNTY
Children, Youth, and Families
Department will reopen a
juvenile detention and
rehabilitation facility, possibly in
October, at the former Camp
Sierra Blanca site northeast of
Ruidoso, employing about 50
full-time workers.
ROOSEVELT COUNTY
Infinity Wind Resources is

planning to build a
250-megawatt wind farm
between the towns of Dora and
Elida that will produce output for
sale to Excel Energy. The project,
expected to come online in 2015,
will create a significant number
of construction jobs.

Northern Region
SAN JUAN COUNTY
Durango, Colorado-based
developer GlobalWorks
announced plans to build a
253-residence senior living
complex at an 18-acre site in
Bloomfield. WaterFall Living
Community would be built in
multiple phases, with first-phase
construction beginning later this
year.
SANTA FE COUNTY
Castle Pictures’ six-episode
docudrama “Gunslingers,”
featuring famous outlaws and

lawmen of the Old West, has
begun filming in Santa Fe and
will continue through early
September, employing 60 area
residents as crew members and
300 as actors and extras.

Southwestern
Region
DOÑA ANA COUNTY
The Doña Ana County
Commission awarded a $400,000
Local Economic Development Act
grant to TE Connectivity for an
expansion that will add 50 jobs at
its Santa Teresa distribution
center.
Heritage Home Healthcare
and Hospice, an Albuquerquebased company providing clients
with in-home, 24-hour health
care services, is opening a new
regional headquarters in Las
Cruces that will create more than
100 jobs in the next three years.
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La Clinica de Familia, a
community heath care provider,
plans to open its new Las Cruces
Central facility in the old
Memorial General Hospital
building, employing 144 when
fully staffed. Services will likely be
phased in over three years, with
some starting as early as January.
El Paso-based Twin Cities, a
warehousing, distribution, and
logistics company, announced
plans to open a container and
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trailer transfer and storage
operation early next year in Santa
Teresa’s Verde Logistics Park,
employing about 50.
Phase two construction, to
include all the mechanical,
electrical, architectural, utilities,
track, and civil engineering work,
is ramping up at UP’s $400
million railyard project near Santa
Teresa. The operation will
eventually create more than 600
permanent positions.

GRANT COUNTY
A second Sonic Drive-In was
slated to open around September
1 in Silver City, employing 40 to
50 people.
LUNA COUNTY
First Solar broke ground July 1
on what will be New Mexico’s
largest solar power plant, a
50-megawatt facility on 500 acres
of state trust land near Deming,
creating about 300 jobs during
construction.

COUNTY EMPLOYMENT & UNEMPLOYMENT
This section provides information
on the following three separate
labor market measurements for
each region and county in New
Mexico:
EMPLOYMENT
• Historical year-over-year
percentage changes in
employment for January 2009
through March 2013.
•  Year-over-year changes in
employment for the most
recent quarter for which data
is available (1st quarter 2013).
• Information on industries
that experienced the largest
employment changes (gains
or losses) for the most recent
quarter for which data is
available. When applicable, it
is noted when employment
changes were due to a onetime location or code change
in a particular industry in
the Quarterly Census of
Employment & Wages (QCEW)
program. One-time code
changes represent updates to
the categorization of the data
and not necessarily actual job
losses or gains. These changes
are referred to as “noneconomic data changes.”
Source: Quarterly Census of
Employment and Wages (QCEW),
historical up to 1st quarter 2013 data.
bb

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
• The most recent
unemployment rate available
(July 2013) compared to the
previous month (June 2013)
and the same month for the
previous year (July 2012).

Rates presented are all nonseasonally adjusted.
Source: Local Area Unemployment
Statistics (LAUS).

AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGES:
• A map showing the range
of average weekly wages for
each county by region for the
most recent month for which
data is available (March 2013).
Source: Quarterly Census of
Employment and Wages (QCEW).
d

Note that percentage changes
in year-over-year employment
can appear significantly large
in small counties. A county’s
population and employment
size will contribute to more
drastic percentage changes,
while numerical changes remain
small. It is important to be aware
that year-over-year employment
fluctuations from quarter to
quarter are typically expected
(often in relation to seasonality
and other factors) and an
evaluation of long-term trends
would require a historical analysis
beyond the most recent quarter.

Central Region
Economic Data
The Central Region, overall,
experienced over-the-year
employment gains in the first
quarter of 2013 (0.7 percent,
or 2,610 jobs). All four counties
have been experiencing trending
improvement in employment
changes over the year, although
over-the-year growth slowed in
the fall of 2012. Sandoval and
Torrance counties have been

experiencing over-the-year job
gains, while Bernalillo reached
positive over-the-year growth
in the fourth quarter of 2012 for
the first time since September
of 2011. Non-economic data
changes caused over-theyear growth to vary widely
throughout 2012 in both Valencia
and Torrance counties. Both
counties once again experienced
over-the-year growth rates more
in line with 2011 levels in the first
quarter of 2013, as non-economic
data changes were fully absorbed
into the data set. The noneconomic data changes in these
two counties did not necessarily
reflect job losses or gains in total.
As of the first quarter of 2013,
Torrance was the only central
county to experience negative
over-the-year employment
growth. This still, however, is an
improvement from over-the-year
rates seen during 2011.
The Central Region’s
unemployment rate in July 2013
(7.8 percent) was higher than
that of the state as a whole (7.5
percent). All four central counties
saw little and varying change
in their unemployment rates
between June and July. Positively,
all but Torrance saw their July
2013 unemployment rate fall
below the rate experienced the
same month the year before.
BERNALILLO COUNTY
Bernalillo County employment
was 0.7 percent greater
(approximately 2,200 jobs) in
the first quarter of 2013 than
the same quarter the previous
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12-Month Percentage Changes in Employment
Central Region, Jan 09 to Mar 13
15.0%

New Mexico

Bernalillo

Sandoval

Torrance*

Valencia*

10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
-5.0%
-10.0%
-15.0%

*See text for further information.

12-Month Percentage Change in Employment
Central Region, Q1 2012 to Q1 2013
2.3%
1.7%

0.8%

0.7%
0.4%

-0.4%

New Mexico

year. The largest gains were seen
in health care; administrative
and waste services; and
accommodation and food
services. The unemployment
rate was 7.5 percent in July 2013,
down from 7.6 percent in June
24

Central

Valencia

Bernalillo

and from 8.0 percent a year
earlier. The average weekly wage
was $829.
SANDOVAL COUNTY
Sandoval County employment
was 0.4 percent greater

Sandoval

Torrance

(approximately 130 jobs) in the
first quarter of 2013 than the
same quarter the previous year.
Gains, which were largest in
health care and administrative
and waste services, were
somewhat offset by losses

Unemployment Rates

Central Region
June/Jul 2013 & Over the Year
United
States
New
Mexico
Central
Bernalillo
Valencia
Torrance
Sandoval

8.6%

7.7%

8.3%

8.0%

9.1%

9.1%

9.3%

7.8%

7.6%

7.8%

7.6%

8.4%

9.2%

8.6%

in retail trade and finance
and insurance. Sandoval’s
unemployment rate was 8.8
percent in July 2013, up from 8.6
percent in June but down from
9.3 percent a year earlier. The
average weekly wage was $853.
TORRANCE COUNTY
Torrance County employment
was 0.4 percent less
(approximately 10 jobs) in the
first quarter of 2013 than the
same quarter the previous
year. Losses, which were
largest in health care, were
somewhat offset by gains in
accommodation and food
services (all individual changes
were small). The large variations
in employment throughout
2012 were mostly due to noneconomic data changes in each

Jul-13
Jun-13
Jul-12

7.7%
7.5%
7.8%
7.5%
8.4%
9.3%
8.8%

quarter. The first quarter saw
over-the-year changes more in
line with growth seen prior to
these non-economic changes.
Torrance’s unemployment rate
was 9.3 percent in July 2013, up
from June’s rate of 9.2 percent
and from 9.1 percent a year
earlier. The average weekly wage
was $584
VALENCIA COUNTY
Valencia County employment
was 2.3 percent greater
(approximately 300 jobs) in the
first quarter of 2013 than the
same quarter the previous year.
The health care industry saw
the largest employment gains,
which were somewhat offset
by losses in manufacturing. The
large variations in employment
during 2012 were mostly due to

non-economic data changes in
each quarter. The first quarter
saw over-the-year changes more
in line with growth seen prior to
these non-economic changes.
Valencia’s unemployment rate
was 8.4 percent in July 2013,
unchanged from June and down
from 9.1 percent a year earlier.
The average weekly wage was
$553.

Eastern Region
Economic Data
The Eastern Region experienced
over-the-year employment
growth of 2.2 percent
(approximately 2,760 jobs) in the
first quarter of 2013. Activity in
the mining industry is primarily
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Eastern Region, Top 4 Populated Counties, Jan 09 to Mar 13
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responsible for this employment
growth. Four of the 12 eastern
counties experienced yearover-year job losses in the first
quarter of 2013, compared to
three counties the previous
quarter. While Harding County
experienced the largest overthe-year losses in employment,
percentage losses in more rural
counties do not always translate
to a large number of job losses.
Chaves County had the largest
numeric losses in employment
over the year. Growth was
greatest in Lea and Eddy
counties, driven by activity in
mining. Nearly all of the eastern
counties have been experiencing
trending improvement in overthe-year job changes. Overthe-year employment growth
in Lea and Eddy counties has
been positive for longer than
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the other counties in the region,
but growth does not reveal a
specific trend. Union and Harding
counties have also not seen their
growth trend upwards as much
as other counties in the region,
although this may be related to
their small populations more
than any other factor; small
numeric changes can result in
large percentage changes.
The Eastern Region’s
unemployment rate (5.7 percent)
was much lower than the
statewide rate (7.5 percent) in the
first quarter. All but two of the 12
eastern counties saw a decrease
in their unemployment rate
between June and July of 2013.
The unemployment rate in July
2013 was lower than, equal to, or
very close to that of July 2012 in
seven of the eastern counties.

CHAVES COUNTY
Chaves County employment was
1.8 percent less (approximately
370 jobs) in the first quarter of
2013 than the same quarter the
previous year. Most of the losses
and gains in Chaves were due
to non-economic data changes.
Chaves’s unemployment rate was
7.4 percent in July 2013, close to
the 7.5 percent rate in June and
down from 7.6 percent a year
earlier. The average weekly wage
was $604.
CURRY COUNTY
Curry County employment was
0.8 percent less (approximately
140 jobs) in the first quarter of
2013 than the same quarter
the previous year. Gains, which
were largest in accommodation
and food services, were
completely offset by losses

in administrative and waste
services as well as agriculture
and federal government. Curry’s
unemployment rate was 5.5
percent in July 2013, down from
5.9 percent in June but up from
5.3 percent a year earlier. The
average weekly wage was $631.
DE BACA COUNTY
De Baca County employment
was nearly the same in the first
quarter of 2013 as in the same
quarter the previous year (a
2.8 percent increase represents
very few jobs due to the small
population of the county). Gains
in retail were offset by losses
in local government. De Baca’s
unemployment rate was 5.2
percent in July 2013, down from
5.5percent in June but up from
4.4 percent a year earlier. The
average weekly wage was $519.

EDDY COUNTY
Eddy County employment
was 4.7 percent greater
(approximately 1,150 jobs) in
the first quarter of 2013 than the
same quarter the previous year.
The greatest hiring occurred
in the mining industry. Real
losses occurred in the federal
government, with some noneconomic data changes in
administrative and waste
services. Eddy’s unemployment
rate was 4.5 percent in July
2013, down from 4.7 percent
in June and close to the rate of
4.6 percent a year earlier. The
average weekly wage was $927.
GUADALUPE COUNTY
Guadalupe County employment
was 2.4 percent greater (about
30 jobs) in the first quarter of
2013 than the same quarter the
previous year. Employment gains

occurred in agriculture and retail.
Guadalupe’s unemployment rate
was 9.4 percent in July 2013,
close to the rate of 9.5 percent in
June and down from 10.4 percent
a year earlier. The average weekly
wage was $500.
HARDING COUNTY
Harding County employment
was roughly the same in the
first quarter of 2013 as in the
same quarter the previous year
(a 3.0 percent decrease equates
to very few jobs). Small gains in
manufacturing were offset by
losses in construction. Harding’s
unemployment rate was 4.4
percent in July 2013, close to the
rate of 4.3 percent in June and
unchanged from the rate of a
year earlier. The average weekly
wage was $588.
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12-Month Percentage Change in Employment
Eastern Region, Q1 2012 to Q1 2013
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LEA COUNTY
Lea County employment was 5.6
percent greater (approximately
1,650 jobs) in the first quarter of
2013 than the same quarter the
previous year. Hiring in mining
and construction was the largest
of all industries, while job losses
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were largest, although still
relatively small, in administrative
and waste services. Lea’s
unemployment rate was 4.5
percent in July 2013, down from
4.9 percent in June and from
4.7 percent a year earlier. The
average weekly wage was $947.
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LINCOLN COUNTY
Lincoln County employment
was 0.4 percent greater
(approximately 20 jobs) in
the first quarter of 2013
than the same quarter the
previous year. Gains in state
government employment were

somewhat offset by losses in
local government. Lincoln’s
unemployment rate was 5.7
percent in July 2013, down from
6.0 percent in June and close to
the 5.6 percent seen in July of
the previous year. The average
weekly wage was $531.

first quarter of 2013 than the
same quarter the previous year.
Gains, which were largest in local
government, were somewhat
offset by losses in health care and
the federal government. Otero’s
unemployment rate was 6.8
percent in July 2013, down from
7.2 percent in June and close
to the 6.7 percent rate in July of
the previous year. The average
weekly wage was $631.

OTERO COUNTY
Otero County employment
was 2.2 percent greater
(approximately 400 jobs) in the
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QUAY COUNTY
Quay County employment was
0.8 percent less (approximately
20 jobs) in the first quarter of
2013 than the same quarter
the previous year. Gains
in state government were
completely offset by losses
in local government. Quay’s
unemployment rate was 7.2
percent in July 2013, close to
the 7.1 percent rate in June and
down from 7.6 percent a year
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earlier. The average weekly wage
was $548.
ROOSEVELT COUNTY
Roosevelt County employment
was about the same in the
first quarter of 2013 as the
same quarter the previous
year. Roosevelt gained the
largest number of jobs in the
retail and wholesale industries.
These gains were offset by
losses in accommodation and
food services, health care,
and agriculture. Roosevelt’s
unemployment rate was 5.6
percent in July 2013, down from
6.3 percent in June and close
to the 5.7 percent rate in July of
the previous year. The average
weekly wage was $562.
UNION COUNTY
Union County employment was

2.0 percent less (approximately
30 jobs) in the first quarter of
2013 than the same quarter the
previous year. Gains in retail and
agriculture were offset by losses
in accommodation and food
services Union’s unemployment
rate was 5.3 percent in July 2013,
down from 5.6 percent in June
but up from 4.8 percent a year
earlier. The average weekly wage
was $573. percent in April 2013,
down from 4.7 percent in March
but up from 3.7 percent a year
earlier. The average weekly wage
was $609.

Northern Region
County News
The Northern Region, overall,
experienced small employment

gains between the first quarters
of 2012 and 2013 (0.1 percent,
or about 240 jobs). This was the
smallest over-the-year growth
of all the regions. Six of the 10
counties experienced overthe-year job growth in the first
quarter of 2013, with growth
ranging from 0.7 to 4.0 percent.
Los Alamos saw the largest
over-the-year percentage and
numeric losses; the county has
experienced a downward trend
in over-the-year employment
growth since early 2010. The
most populated and midpopulated counties have been
experiencing overall trending
improvement in over-the-year
employment changes, with
growth trends beginning in 2012
in many of these counties. Of
these counties, San Juan has seen
the longest period of positive
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CIBOLA COUNTY
Cibola County employment was
1.3 percent less (approximately
100 jobs) in the first quarter of
2013 than the same quarter
the previous year. Gains in local
government were completely
offset by losses in health care
and construction. Cibola’s
unemployment rate was 7.0
percent in July 2013, similar to
the 7.1 percent rate in June and
down from 7.3 percent seen a
year earlier. The average weekly
wage was $654.
COLFAX COUNTY
Employment in Colfax County
was about 3.6 percent greater
(approximately 170 jobs) in the
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The Northern Region’s
unemployment rate (7.4 percent)
was nearly the same as that of
the state (7.5 percent) in the first
quarter of 2013. Four counties
saw their unemployment rate
increase between July 2012
and July 2013. Three of the four
counties—Mora, McKinley,
and Rio Arriba—saw their rate
increase both over the month
and over the year. These counties
appear to be experiencing
continued struggles in their labor
markets.

12-Month Percentage Change in Employment

New Mexico

over-the-year growth, although
growth has been somewhat
stagnant. As would be expected,
Colfax and Mora counties—the
least populated in the North—
have seen wider fluctuations
in over-the-year employment
growth; small numeric changes
can result in large percentage
changes.

quarter of 2013 than the same
quarter in 2012. Gains were
largest in accommodation and
food services. Losses were almost
entirely from non-economic data
changes. Colfax’s unemployment
rate was 6.5 percent in July 2013,
down from 7.1 percent in June
2013 and 7.1 percent in July of
the previous year. The average
weekly wage was $534.
LOS ALAMOS COUNTY
Los Alamos County employment
was 6.7 percent less
(approximately 1,120 jobs) in
the first quarter of 2013 than the
same quarter the previous year.
Employment losses came from
the professional and technical
services industry and were
minimally offset by gains in
education services. Los Alamos’s
unemployment rate was 4.3
percent in July 2013, down
from 4.6 percent in June but up

from 3.9 percent a year earlier.
The average weekly wage was
$1,376.
MCKINLEY COUNTY
McKinley County employment
was 0.4 percent less
(approximately 90 jobs) in the
first quarter of 2013 than the
same quarter the previous year.
Real losses in employment
were largest in the health
care industry and losses
across all industries exceeded
gains in local government
and accommodation and
food services. McKinley’s
unemployment rate was 10.5
percent in July 2013, up from
10.2 percent in June and 10.1
percent in July of 2012. The
average weekly wage was $587.
MORA COUNTY
Mora County employment was
3.5 percent less (approximately

20 jobs) in the first quarter
of 2013 than the same
quarter the previous year.
Gains in retail trade were
offset by losses in the
health care industry. Mora’s
unemployment rate was 13.7
percent in July 2013, up from
13.4 percent in June and 13.0
percent a year earlier. The
average weekly wage was
$544.
RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
Rio Arriba County
employment was 0.7 percent
greater (approximately 60
jobs) in the first quarter of
2013 than the same quarter
the previous year. Gains were
largest in state government
and construction, with noneconomic data changes
driving declines in measured
employment. Rio Arriba’s
unemployment rate was
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9.0 percent in July 2013, down
from 8.8 percent in June and
8.8 percent a year earlier. The
average weekly wage was $589.
SAN JUAN COUNTY
San Juan County employment
was 0.7 percent greater
(approximately 320 jobs) in the
first quarter of 2013 than the
same quarter the previous year.
Growth in local government,
including casino employment,
along with health care and retail
trade exceeded losses that were
largest in the mining and other
services industries. San Juan’s
unemployment rate was 7.6
percent in July 2013, unchanged
from June and down from
8.0 percent a year earlier. The
average weekly wage was $826.
SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
San Miguel employment was 4.0
percent greater (approximately
310 jobs) in the first quarter of
2013 than the same quarter
the previous year. Gains, which
were largest in health care
and accommodation and food
services, were somewhat offset
by losses in local government.
San Miguel’s unemployment
rate was 7.4 percent in July 2013,
down from 7.9 percent in June
and 7.9 percent a year earlier. The
average weekly wage was $555.
SANTA FE COUNTY
Santa Fe County employment
was 1.1 percent greater
(approximately 620 jobs) in
the first quarter of 2013 as the
same quarter in 2011. Gains
in tourism–related industries,
including accommodation and
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food services and retail trade,
were somewhat offset by losses
in health care and construction.
Santa Fe’s unemployment rate
was 5.8 percent in July 2013,
down from 6.0 percent in June
and 6.0 percent a year earlier. The
average weekly wage was $749.
TAOS COUNTY
Taos County employment
was 0.9 percent greater
(approximately 90 jobs) in the
first quarter of 2013 than the
same quarter the previous year.
Gains in accommodation and
food services, which is related
to tourism, exceeded losses
in mining and administrative
and waste services. Taos’s
unemployment rate was 9.7
percent in July 2013, unchanged
from June’s rate and similar to
the 9.8 percent rate seen a year
earlier. The average weekly wage
was $548.

Southwestern
Region County
News
The Southwestern Region
experienced over-the-year
employment gains of 0.9 percent,
or 900 jobs, between the first
quarters of 2012 and 2013. Five
of the seven counties gained
employment over the year. Gains
were greatest in Catron and Sierra
counties. Catron has experienced
the largest employment growth
for at least four consecutive
quarters, although the county’s
small population generates
larger percentage changes.

Over-the-year employment
changes in the most populated
counties in the Southwest have
somewhat stagnated around 0
percent, occasionally dipping
into negative territory; over-theyear growth in these counties,
however, has recently been
similar to that of the state as
a whole. Grant, Socorro, and
Hidalgo counties have all been
experiencing either stagnant or
trending declines in over-theyear growth. In addition, while
Catron County has experienced
the largest over-the-year growth
rates, its growth has been
slowing since early 2012.
The Southwest’s unemployment
rate (8.7 percent) in the first
quarter of 2013 was higher than
that of the state as a whole (7.5
percent). Positively, six of the
seven counties saw a decrease
in the unemployment rate
between June and July of 2013,
and one county’s rate remained
unchanged. Four of the seven
counties experienced either a
decrease or no change in their
rate from July of 2012. Doña
Ana, Grant, and Socorro counties
saw their unemployment rate
increase over the year.
CATRON COUNTY
Catron County employment was
roughly the same in the first
quarter of 2013 as in the same
quarter the previous year (a 2.3
percent increase equates to very
few jobs). Employment gains
reflected non-economic data
changes, where as real losses
came from local government.
Catron’s unemployment rate
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12-Month Percentage Change in Employment
Southwestern Region, Q1 2012 to Q1 2013
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was 6.1 percent in July 2013, down
from 6.4 percent in June and from 6.8
percent a year earlier. The average
weekly wage was $481.
DOÑA ANA COUNTY
Doña Ana County employment was
1.2 percent greater (approximately
850 jobs) in the first quarter of 2013
than the same quarter the previous
year. Gains, which were largest in
accommodation and food services,
were somewhat offset by losses
in agriculture and manufacturing.
Some of these losses may have been
seasonal. Doña Ana’s unemployment
rate was 8.3 percent in July 2013,
down from 8.5 percent in June but
up from 8.0 percent a year earlier. The
average weekly wage was $660.
GRANT COUNTY
Grant County employment was 0.7
percent greater (approximately 70
jobs) in the first quarter of 2013 than
the same quarter the previous year.
Mining added the most jobs over
the year, with losses greatest in retail
trade. Grant’s unemployment rate
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was 7.6 percent in July 2013,
down from 7.8 percent in June
a similar to the 7.5 percent rate
of a year earlier. The average
weekly wage was $761.
HIDALGO COUNTY
Hidalgo County County
employment was 1.5 percent
less (approximately 20 jobs) in
the first quarter of 2013 than
the same quarter the previous
year. Gains in administrative
and waste services were
completely offset by losses in
the professional and technical
services industry and local
government. Hidalgo’s
unemployment rate was 6.5
percent in July 2013, down from
6.8 percent in June and from
7.4 percent a year earlier. The

average weekly wage was
$700.
LUNA COUNTY
Luna County employment
was 0.9 percent greater
(approximately 60 jobs) in
the first quarter of 2013
than the same month the
previous year. Gains in
health care were larger than
losses in manufacturing.
Luna’s unemployment rate
was 16.4 percent in July
2013, unchanged from
June and down from 17.1
percent a year earlier. The
average weekly wage was
$620.
SIERRA COUNTY
Sierra County employment
was 2.5 percent greater

(approximately 80 jobs) in the
first quarter of 2013 than the
same quarter the previous
year. Gains in health care and
agriculture were somewhat
offset by losses in retail trade.
Sierra’s unemployment rate
was 6.3 percent in July 2013,
similar to the 6.4 percent
rate in June and the same as
July of the previous year. The
average weekly wage was
$532
SOCORRO COUNTY
Socorro County employment
was 2.7 percent less
(approximately 150 jobs)
in the first quarter of 2013
than the same quarter the
previous year. The largest
employment gains were seen
in health care, and the largest
losses occurred in state
government, mostly related
to education. Socorro’s
unemployment rate was 5.8
percent in July 2013, down
from 6.1 percent in June but
up from 5.5 percent in July
of the previous year. The
average weekly wage was
$654.
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The New Mexico Department of Workforce Solutions
administers a federal tax credit program that can earn
businesses as much as $2,400 to $9,000 per qualified
employee. The Work Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC) provides
federal tax credits to businesses who hire new employees from
the ten population groups in need of finding and retaining
employment. The population groups are: TANF recipients;
qualified veterans, ex-felons, designated community residents
living in a specific area: Empowerment Zone (EZ); workers
referred by Division of Vocational Rehabilitation or by Veterans
Affairs; 16-17 year old summer youth living in an EZ; 18-39 year
old SNAP (food stamp) recipients; Supplemental Social Security
income (SSI) recipients; and long term family assistance
recipients.

redit

Download a QR code reader app on your smart phone
to scan the code for more information about WOTC

Forms, along with other valuable tax credit information, can be downloaded at

www.dws.state.nm.us

New Mexico Department of Workforce Solutions
Economic Research & Analysis Bureau (CC 6097)
P.O. Box 1928
Albuquerque, NM 87103
OFFICIAL BUSINESS
Phone: 505-383-2729
Fax: 505-383-2739
www.dws.state.nm.us
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